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Exam is 75 questions with 2 hours to complete



Read each question very carefully



Answer the questions you know

◦
◦
◦
◦

Passing score is 70% or higher
You can miss 22 questions and still pass the exam
About 75 seconds for each question
53 questions simple/core questions; 22 applied questions

◦ Don’t rush your understanding

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

mark the questions that you are not 100% are correct
Mark the questions you skip
Eliminate wrong answers to 50/50 chance
Answer every question
Your first choice is usually the correct answer
 Don’t over analyze

Scheduling the Exam
75 Multiple Choice Questions – 2 Hours
72.7% pass ratio
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Study each chapter by doing the following:
◦ Read the Direct Your Learning
 Note the key learning objectives
 Make flashcards of those topics that ask you to list

◦ Read the Chapter Summary
 If it was repeated here, it is most likely important enough
for the test
 Review those elements that you are not familiar –
understand the why

◦ Make flashcards of key words and phrases
◦ Think “Big Picture”





Applied questions address several chapters
based upon a scenario
You can fail an entire chapter of questions
and still pass the exam
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Differences between public and private sector
Essential government functions

◦
◦
◦








Some public entities exempt from laws, but may have restrictions on
taking action (Open meeting laws)
Only generate revenue through taxes and fees

Political scrutiny

Elected officials have agendas which can make long-term planning
difficult

Special tax status

◦
◦

Small public entities can have more risks than a large corporation

Special legal requirements

Public interest, nonprofit objectives
Must provide services within budget constraintsPower to tax

◦
◦
◦

Police, fire, water are examples

Scope of exposures




Public entities are typical exempt from income and sales taxes

Differing accounting and budgeting procedures

Public entities have specific accounting rules and conservative
investing
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Five Step Risk Management Process
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Identify and Analyze loss exposures
Examine risk management alternatives
Select among risk management alternatives
Implement chosen risk management technique
Monitor and improve risk management program
Remember:
I Am Extremely Savvy In Money

Identify/explain contrasts of public and
private RM with respect to:
Organizational objectives
Organizational structure
Financial management
Managerial accountability
Political environment.

Study of risk management in public sector requires
understanding of public entities
◦ How they are administered
◦ How they are structured
◦ How risk management fits into structure



Big Picture



Public Policy is created and implemented using 5-step process

◦ Elected officials set public policy, administrators are responsible
for carrying out policy, and day-to-day operations
◦ Public administration is a combination of management, politics,
and laws
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Setting the agenda
Policy decision made
Implement decision
Evaluation of decision
Gather feedback
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Study of risk management in public sector requires
understanding of public entities
◦ How they are administered
◦ How they are structured
◦ How risk management fits into structure



Big Picture



Public Policy is created and implemented using 5-step process

◦ Elected officials set public policy, administrators are responsible
for carrying out policy, and day-to-day operations
◦ Public administration is a combination of management, politics,
and laws
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Setting the agenda
Policy decision made
Implement decision
Evaluation of decision
Gather feedback

Any decision a public entity makes becomes public
policy
◦ Decisions to undertake or not to undertake an activity,
creates public policy
◦ Decisions often require the creation of agencies or
departments that create more policies to guide public
employees in following the overall public policy

12
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Evaluating Programs –
◦ Criteria for evaluating public programs should include the
following:
 Efficiency
 Effectiveness
 Compliance

◦ Programs should meet all three criteria, as programs can be
efficient and effective, but may not meet OSHA
requirements


Gathering Feedback
◦ Information gathered in evaluation process creates new
agenda items and starts process over again
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Exposure identification is
◦
◦
◦



Risk Management Documents
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Inspection Checklists
Inspection Reports
Loss Reports
Loss Control Inspection Reports
Incident Reports
Underwriting Reference Material

Administrative Documents
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



a systematic process for examining the financial, physical, and human values of an entity
Identifying how these values could be impaired by an accident
Estimating the consequences that such an accident would have on a public entity or other
organization

Organizational Charts
Asset Lists, Fixed Asset Inventories, and Insurance Lists
Capital Spending Plans
Departmental Records and Reports
Project Summaries
Purchase Orders
Citizen Complaints

Financial Documents
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Budget Documents
Financial Statements
Revenue Reports
Tax Assessment Rolls
Audit Reports
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Goal of chapter is for students to be able to
identify and analyze the exposures to
accidental loss that face almost every public
entity
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Operations/Administration
Regulatory Activities
Public Use Facilities
Healthcare Facilities
Streets and Roads
Law Enforcement/Emergency Response
Utilities
15



Differences in managing liability loss exposures for
public entities are due to the following:
◦ The different legal status of public entities
◦ The resulting difference in public entities’ liability loss
exposures
◦ Public entities’ differing opportunities to apply particular
liability risk control and risk financing measures.



Section 1983

◦ Most federal lawsuits arise out of federal statute 42 US Code
Section 1983 – Federal Civil Rights code
 Civil Rights Act was enacted in 1871
 Intended to protect the rights of newly freed slaves and more
specifically protect individual rights from abuse by government
officials.
 Section 1983 allows personal liability suits against public
officials acting under state law who deprive individuals of rights
protected by constitutional or statutory law.
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Some basic goals of public entities may to work
against controlling risk efficiently
◦ Reduced costs
 Cutting costs may increase risks in other areas

◦ Safety vs. Efficiency
 Doing things quickly may increase injuries
 Taking short-cuts

◦ Obligation to provide services
 Some obligations increase risks to entity

◦ Management commitment to risk control
 Elected officials do not understand role of risk control and
may not allocate resources to prevent losses
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Exposure avoidance
◦ Eliminates an exposure by not providing a service
or producing a product



Segregation of loss exposures
◦ Separation – dispersing an activity or asset over
several locations
◦ Duplication – implies backups that are not normally
in service
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Contractual transfer for risk control
◦ Technique that has both loss prevention and
reduction qualities
◦ Most effective use is through subcontracted
personnel
◦ Factors to be considered when determining whether
to transfer services or activities







Loss exposure
Available resources
Cost
Control of exposures
Political considerations
Nontransferable liabilities
20
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Risk management professionals have 4 primary
responsibilities regarding claim management
◦ Act as a facilitator between staff, adjuster staff, and sometimes
claimant
◦ Identify and monitor politically sensitive claims
◦ Auditing of claim function
◦ Notify claims personnel of all situations that are likely to give
rise to claims



Litigation Management
◦ Encompasses all actions for achieving the desired results from
a lawsuit
◦ Ultimate objective is to protect the entity’s resources by
reducing cost





An organization’s claim history is the best
way to predict its future claims
Can be used to:
◦ Negotiate insurance premiums or risk pool
contributions
◦ Demonstrate effectiveness and importance of risk
management activity’s to governing board
◦ Crucial to success of loss control efforts



Data on past losses must be complete
enough to serve as a foundation for
predicting future losses

22
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Reserves
◦ Public entities must ensure that they have sufficient funds
to pay for legitimate claims
◦ Must establish reserves to pay for anticipated losses
◦ Funding should be calculated at least partially on the basis
of loss experience.



Confidence levels
◦ Considered to be a contingency margin
◦ 50% is considered the expected level



Discounting
◦ Process for determining the amount of money needed now
in order to build through investment earning a specified
sum at some future date.
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Risk financing needs are the amounts of money that an
organization will need at various times in the future to
finance recovery from an accidental losses that it pays

Challenges
◦ Forecasting, for each peril, how many losses are likely to occur
each year
◦ Determining when losses are likely to occur and when reported
◦ Estimating loss severity
◦ Applying trend factors, such as inflation
◦ Payout patterns
◦ Estimating dollars needed to finance recovery from a given loss
◦ How long a claim will develop and its tail.
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Forecasting the risk financing needs of a public entity

1.

Analyzing the special legal requirements that govern a
particular entity’s risk financing arrangements

2.

Finding the appropriate blend of types and amounts of
retention, transfer and hybrid risk financing techniques

3.

Obtaining insurance policies and bonds that meet the
special coverage needs

4.

Marketing a public entity’s insurance account –choosing
the insurers and their intermediaries that can best serve
25
an entity’s needs

5.



Raising Taxes or Fees
◦ Difficult to do and requires long term planning



Issuing Debt Instruments
◦ Laws may limit purposes for issuing debt and may require vote of the public



Obtaining Emergency Appropriations



Joining Public Entity Risk Pools

◦ Considered disaster relief and requires various levels to declare state of emergency
◦ Very common now and most states allow
◦ Risk pools establish and maintain separate account for each entity member
(withdrawing members?)
◦ Hybrid technique that combines retention and transfer


Obtaining Required Insurance and Bonds



Retaining Untransferable Exposures
◦ Some coverages are too expensive or not available to public entites (earthquake…)
26
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Pool is defined as an association of persons or organizations formed to combine
their resources for some common advantage.





◦


◦


Most pools are formed with similar types of public entities

Intergovernmental Pooling – also called trusts, authorities, associations, joint power authorities

Accounting
Actuary
Litigation management
Loss control
Procuring excess coverages

Most pools purchase commercial insurance or reinsurance to provide excess insurance
over retentions within their pools
◦
◦
◦



Premiums are called “contributions” to fund the pool

Pool administrators are usually in-charge of arranging services the pool requires
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



Risk Financing Pool – an association of persons or organizations that combine their
resources for their common advantage in managing funds to finance recovery from
accidental losses.

This additional insurance may be $1 million or more
Some pools are entirely self-funded as they have accumulated enough funds to pay anticipated claims
Many pools use retrospective assessments to charge members when funds are needed for prior bad loss
years

Pooling provides a means for public entities a way to accumulate funds to pay for
losses that would normally face legal, budgetary or political barriers



Authorized by state statute
◦ Capitalization, coverage and operating procedures



Homogeneous membership
◦ Most pools are specific to type of entity



Loss control requirements
◦ May require members to implement certain loss
control measures



Nonprofit status
◦ No pressure to produce income, only protect assets
of members



Commitment of participants
◦ Many pools require minimum commitments and
restrictions on those who leave pool

28
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Peer pressure
◦ Each member knows how other member is affecting pool



Accountability
◦ Rates based on individual loss experience, can be more
responsive



Shared claims philosophy
◦ Usually a more aggressive claims approach; don’t want to set
precedents



Assessibility
◦ Can assess members if additional funding is required



Shared Information



Application process

◦ Better data
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Provide broad range of services
◦ Provide services a single small entity could not
afford (safety and loss control consulting)
Improve cash management and to benefit from
investment earnings
◦ No profit motive, so investments are intended to benefit
pool and members



Provide cost savings to pool members
◦ Pools offer lower cost than what the commercial market can
offer, in most cases



Compile data for risk management programs
◦ Larger data set allows for better loss analysis

30
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Objectives of Public Entities
◦ Adapting to Political Environment
 Must understand how decisions my affect constituencies
 Be knowledgeable about senior management’s philosophies and
sensitivities regarding related issues

◦ Achieving Tolerable Uncertainty
 Can you or leadership sleep at night

◦ Meeting obligations to Provide Services
◦ Complying with Legal Limitations
◦ Responding to Budgetary Concerns





Appropriate Funding
Liquidity
Solvency
Stability of Earnings

Before selecting risk management technique, must
identify potential losses entity faces, evaluate exposures,
and identify methods for dealing with exposures
Decision-Making Aids





◦

Frequency-Severity matrix

32
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Decision Making Aids
◦ Forecasting Techniques
 Probability Analysis
 Trend Analysis

◦ Claim History
◦ Industry Data
◦ Total Cost of Risk
 Cost of accidental losses not reimbursed by insurance
 Insurance premiums or payments to other outside source of
funds
 Loss control/prevention costs
 Administrative costs for risk management
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Disasters are public entity concerns for three reasons:

◦ Disaster is likely to cause losses to property, liability, personnel,
and net income loss exposures
◦ Likely to interrupt, threaten, or complicate one or more essential
activities of governance
 Law enforcement, public safety, education, etc..

◦ Effective pre-loss and post-loss risk control/financing measures
for dealing with a disaster are beyond resources or powers of any
private organization


Three primary goals of public entity emergency
management programs

◦ Protect lives and to reduce property loss for a community
◦ Provide for the rapid resumption of affected businesses and
community services
◦ Provide accurate documentation and records required for cost
recovery efforts when dealing with insurance carriers, FEMA, and
other offices of emergency services
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Emergency Response Plan
◦ Level of Planning
 Community Emergency Response Plans
 Intended to address the needs of the community as a
whole

 Public Entity Response Plan







Plan should be in writing
Specific to each building
Specific to each type of emergency
Designated responsibilities
Update and review
Availability of training
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